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What this lecture is about:

Zone-based firewalls
IPS & IDS
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Limitations of CBAC
Does not have a hierarchical implementation.
Complex






Many inspection features on many interfaces create complex
scenarios.

Policies cannot be tied to a group of hosts or a subnet





All rules apply to all the traffic on one interface.

Relies on ACLs
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Zone-based policy firewalls (ZPF)
Zone-based policy firewall










Recently introduced in IOS
Interfaces are assigned to zones
Traffic is inspected as it passes between zones
Not dependent on ACLs
The router blocks everything unless explicitely allowed

This type of inspection also supports:
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Stateful packet inspection
Application-layer inspection
URL filtering
DoS mitigation

Zones

DMZ

Private

Public

Internet

Each interface belongs to one zone.
Multiple interfaces connected to the same zone can pass traffic
between each other.
Zone-specific policies are applied to all interfaces belonging to a
zone.
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CBAC and ZPF
Can coexist on the same router
Cannot coexist on the same interface
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One interface cannot be a security zone member and
configured for inspection at the same time.

Simple two-zone ZPF scenario

The internal network should be able to access web, e-mail
and DNS services.
The public network should not have any inbound access.
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ZPF design steps
Determine the zones







Each zone has a specific security level
Zones are designed regardless of physical implementation
The entire infrastructure must be separated into zones

Establish policies between zones
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For each “source-destination” pair between two zones
Define accessible destinations
Define services that can be requested
Identify session protocols (TCP, UDP, ICMP)
No physical setup is involved

ZPF design steps continued


Design the physical infrastructure






Take into account security and availability requirements
Decide the number of devices between the least secure zones
and the most secure zones.
Consider redundancy.

Identify zone subsets




A zone can have subsets
All subsets are indirectly connected to the same firewall
interface.
Policies can be defined between subsets, too.
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But we won’t go that far 

ZPF design model: LAN to Internet






No special zones involved.
All policies implemented on a single firewall.
Simple physical setup:
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One trusted interface for the LAN
One untrusted interface for the Internet

ZPF design model: Public servers on interface






The DMZ interface is associated with a special zone.
The DMZ zone is accessible from the outside.
Policies prohibit the DMZ from contacting the local
network in case it becomes compromised.
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ZPF design model: Public servers on segment








Traffic between the untrusted zone and the trusted one
must pass through the DMZ.
Two firewalls involved.
Can be implemented using layered security.
Multiple points of failure.
Different policies for the two locations.
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ZPF design model: Redundant firewalls







One DMZ for one or several Internet connections.
All interfaces belonging to the same area implement the
same policies.
Layered approach without single points of failure.
Load-balancing opportunity.
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ZPF design mode: Complex firewall



Multiple:
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Interfaces
Policies
Security levels

Single point of failure

ZPF actions




The Cisco IOS zone-based firewall can take three actions:
Inspect





Drop





Similar to “ip inspect” from CBAC
Can handle application sessions
Similar to “deny” in ACLs
Dropped packets can be logged

Pass
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Similar to “permit” in ACLs
Connection state is not tracked
One-way only

Rules of interfaces and zones







Configure the zone before assigning any interfaces.
For traffic to flow between all interfaces, each must
belong to a zone.
An interface can belong to only one security zone.
Interfaces of the same zone allow all traffic between
them.
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Rules of interfaces and zones continued


Traffic flows between different zones (and interfaces)
must be permitted or inspected by a policy.



An action can be applied only between zones.


Actions: pass, inspect, drop



Interfaces not assigned to a zone can run CBAC.



If an interface does not need any special policies but has
to pass traffic, it can be assigned to a zone with an allpass policy (dummy policy).
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Quick test
Source interface
member of zone?

Destination interface
member of zone?

Zonepair is
defined?

Is there a
policy in
place?

NO

NO

N/A

N/A

YES

NO

N/A

N/A

DROP

NO

YES

N/A

N/A

DROP

YES (zone 1)

YES (zone 2)

NO

N/A

DROP

YES (zone 1)

YES (zone 1)

YES

NO

DROP

YES (zone 1)

YES (zone 2)

YES

YES
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Result

Normal flow

Policy action

Router’s traffic



Attaching a router’s interface to a zone causes all hosts in that
network to become members of the zone.
But the router’s interface is not controller by the zone’s policies








Neither inbound nor outbound traffic

All router’s interfaces are part of the “self” zone.
To filter traffic going to or originating from the router, policies
between other zones and the “self” zone must be implemented.
In the absence of any policy, all traffic is permitted.
This “self” policy does not apply to traffic traversing the router.
The “self” zone is the only exception to the default “deny all”
policy.
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Steps for configuring ZPF







Create the zones
Define traffic classes
Define firewall policies
Assign policy maps to zone pairs
Assign router interfaces to zones
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1. Creating the zones


Create the zones from a security perspective



Interfaces with similar security requirements should be placed
in the same zone.
Different security policies will require multiple zones.
Firewall(config)#zone security INSIDE
Firewall(config-sec-zone)#description Our local network
Firewall(config)#zone security OUTSIDE
Firewall(config-sec-zone)#description Internet connection
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2. Define traffic classes


Traffic classes allow you to define traffic flows in a
granular fashion.

Firewall(config)#class-map type inspect EXAMPLEMAP
Firewall(config-cmap)#match access-group 101
Firewall(config)#access-list 101 permit ip 192.168.0.0 0.0.0.255 any



The syntax for creating ZPF traffic classes


Inspecting layers 3 and 4:

Firewall(config)# class-map type inspect [match-any | match-all]
class-map-name



Inspecting the application layer:

Firewall(config)# class-map type inspect protocol-name [match-any
| match-all] class-map-name
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2. Defining application-layer protocols
Firewall(config)#class-map type inspect ?
WORD
class-map name
aol
Configure CBAC class-map for IM-AOL protocol
edonkey
eDonkey
fasttrack FastTrack Traffic - KaZaA, Morpheus, Grokster...
gnutella
Gnutella Version2 Traffic - BearShare, Shareeza, Morpheus ...
http
Configure CBAC class-map for HTTP protocol
imap
Configure CBAC class-map for IMAP protocol
kazaa2
Kazaa Version 2
match-all Logical-AND all matching statements under this classmap
match-any Logical-OR all matching statements under this classmap
msnmsgr
Configure CBAC class-map for IM-MSN protocol
pop3
Configure CBAC class-map for POP3 protocol
smtp
Configure CBAC class-map for SMTP protocol
sunrpc
Configure CBAC class-map for RPC protocol
ymsgr
Configure CBAC class-map for IM-YAHOO protocol
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2. Defining ACLs as filters
Firewall(config)#class-map type inspect EXAMPLEMAP
Firewall(config-cmap)#match access-group 101
Firewall(config)#access-list 101 permit ip 192.168.0.0 0.0.0.255 any



The syntax for referencing an ACL from the class map:

Firewall(config-cmap)# match access-group {access-group | name
access-group-name}



Matching protocols from within the class map:

Firewall(config-cmap)# match protocol protocol-name



Matching other class maps from within the class map:

Firewall(config-cmap)# match class-map class-map-name
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3. Define firewall policies


Example:
Firewall(config)#policy-map type inspect INSIDE_TO_OUTSIDE
Firewall(config-pmap)#class type inspect EXAMPLEMAP
Firewall(config-pmap-c)#?
Policy-map class configuration commands:
drop

Drop the packet

exit

Exit from class action configuration mode

inspect

Context-based Access Control Engine

no

Negate or set default values of a command

pass

Pass the packet

police

Police

service-policy

Deep Packet Inspection Engine

urlfilter

URL Filtering Engine

Policy
options

<cr>
Firewall(config-pmap-c)#inspect
%No specific protocol configured in class EXAMPLEMAP for inspection. All
protocols will be inspected



The default class matching all remaining traffic:
Firewall(config-pmap)#class class-default
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4. Assign policy maps to zone pairs



The firewall policies are applied to traffic between two
zones (a “zone-pair”).
Zone creation example:


Define the source and destination zones:

Firewall(config)#zone-pair security IN_OUT_ZONE_PAIR source
INSIDE destination OUTSIDE



“self” can be used as a zone name here



Add a description for the zone-pair:

Firewall(config-sec-zone-pair)#description Going outside



Map this zone-pair to the configured policy-map:

Firewall(config-sec-zone-pair)#service-policy type inspect
INSIDE_TO_OUTSIDE
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5. Assigning interfaces


Interfaces must be assigned to the appropriate security
zones:
Firewall(config)#interface FastEthernet0/0
Firewall(config-if)#zone-member security INSIDE

Firewall(config-if)#interface Serial0/1/1
Firewall(config-if)#zone-member security OUTSIDE
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ZPF final configuration


Access list to define traffic for inspection:
access-list 101 permit ip 192.168.0.0 0.0.0.255 any



Class map defining a traffic class using the access-list:
class-map type inspect match-all EXAMPLEMAP
match access-group 101



Policy map setting the “inspect” action on the specified
traffic class:
policy-map type inspect INSIDE_TO_OUTSIDE
class type inspect EXAMPLEMAP
inspect
class class-default
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ZPF final configuration continued


Defining two security zones:
zone security INSIDE
description Our local network
zone security OUTSIDE
description Internet connection



Defining a zone pair between these two zones to specify a
policy map for all traffic:
zone-pair security IN_OUT_ZONE_PAIR source INSIDE
destination OUTSIDE
description Going outside
service-policy type inspect INSIDE_TO_OUTSIDE
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Testing ZPF


Session established after a successful Telnet attempt
through the firewall:

Firewall#show policy-map type inspect zone-pair sessions
Zone-pair: IN_OUT_ZONE_PAIR
Service-policy inspect : INSIDE_TO_OUTSIDE
Class-map: EXAMPLEMAP (match-all)
Match: access-group 101
Inspect
Established Sessions
Session 65DA2000 (192.168.0.2:59848)=>(199.0.0.2:23) telnet SIS_OPEN
Created 00:00:04, Last heard 00:00:02
Bytes sent (initiator:responder) [37:80]
Class-map: class-default (match-any)
Match: any
Drop (default action)
0 packets, 0 bytes
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